Subaru outback headlight

All were available in front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive , depending on the year. By the time
the XT was launched, Subaru had already produced vehicles with very different styling
compared to other vehicles of the time period. The XT, first introduced in February in the United
States June in Japan , was a wedged-shaped departure from the s-influenced curves of the
previous models, aimed directly at the styles emerging in the s. The XT was the first Subaru to
stray from earlier models that offered a practical application, in that the XT wasn't designed to
carry loads or for commercial uses. The 2. It also obligated an elevated annual road tax due to
the engine's size. The extreme wedge body shape was possible due to the engine's flat
horizontally opposed cylinder layout shared by all Subarus. Extensive wind tunnel testing was
used to lower wind resistance and even "aircraft type" door handles were used that were totally
flush with the outside of the door. To open the door, it was required to push a hinged panel out
of the release mechanism's opening. The result was one of the most aerodynamic production
cars of its time with a coefficient of drag or Cd. The inside of the car had many aircraft-like
features such as pod mounted lighting, climate control and wiper controls. The standard
tilting-telescoping steering moved the instrument panel to keep it lined up with the steering
column when tilting. The shifter was joystick-shaped and had a thumb trigger interlock and
"on-demand" four-wheel drive button. The approach to steering wheel adjustment was also
seen in the Isuzu Piazza and the Ford Probe introduced earlier in the s. Turbo models featured a
sort of artificial horizon orange backlit liquid crystal instrument display with the tachometer ,
boost indicator, temperature and fuel gauges seen as three-dimensional graphs tilting back out
to the horizon. The aircraft cockpit approach reflected influences from Subaru's parent
company Fuji Heavy Industries , which also manufactured aircraft, such as the Fuji FA Aero
Subaru. The XT was loaded with features rarely found on small cars, such as a turbocharger , a
computer-controlled engine and transmission, adjustable height suspension [1] and an optional
digital instrument cluster. The XT also had some features found on few other cars, such as an
electronic in-dash trip computer , retractable flaps covering the door handles, and a single
wiper blade for the entire windscreen. Pass-through folding rear seats and racing style front
seats were standard equipment. The XT was available with both manual and automatic
transmissions. The part-time four-wheel-drive system was selectable by a push button atop the
shifter. In , the turbo model was discontinued and replaced by the XT6. The part-time four-wheel
drive then became available only on manual-equipped XT non turbo cars made in the and model
years XT non turbo models were front-wheel-drive only. The full-time four-wheel-drive system,
very similar to the AWD system that Subaru still uses today, was used on the
automatic-equipped XT non turbo models, and on XT6 models as well. However,
front-wheel-drive XT non turbo models were still available, and the front-wheel-drive XT6s were
automatic only. Peculiarly, virtually no XT models were produced in the model year. As
mentioned above, the XT was loaded with periodically unusual features. Included on all models
were:. Many of the options mentioned above were available only on the GL European markets
generally only received the XT Turbo 4WD, where the car was sold in small numbers as a halo
model. The XT received a minor update in for the second half of the model year, roughly
corresponding to the launch of the XT6. All wheel drive turbo and six-cylinder models can be
distinguished by the shape of the headrests; base models had solid headrests, whereas the
turbo AWD and six-cylinder models had a large rectangular hole through the center. The XT6
received additional upgrades, including heavier suspension to handle the larger engine and
5-bolt hubs and wheels to accommodate the extra torque. The XT6 was also fitted with a unique
Cybrid adaptive electrohydraulic steering system that changed the level of assistance based on
the vehicle's speed. This system did not use a conventional belt-driven power steering pump,
freeing up much-needed space in the XT6's already cramped engine bay. The Cybrid system
also uses hydraulic fluid that is incompatible with conventional power steering fluid which is
usually automatic transmission fluid. This fluid is still available directly from Subaru at a
significant premium over more common types of hydraulic fluid. The XT6 has two electric fans
to also help performance, compared to one electric fan and one belt driven fan on all other XTs.
With these changes, the XT6 was given a higher amp alternator. Subaru New Zealand did
however bring in an XT6 as a demo, but as New Zealand's fuel options were 91 octane unleaded
fuel or 96 octane leaded fuel, it was not a viable option to sell the XT6 as the cc 6 Cyl engine
required 96 octane unleaded petrol. The SVX continued the tradition of surprising gadgetry in a
sporty coupe, albeit in a much heavier and more powerful package. Overall production of the XT
remained low throughout its lifespan. One of Subaru's ads from the s read, The kind of car
Mercedes might have built if they were a little more frugal and a lot more inventive. The car's
extra features, which certainly had some novelty appeal, were uncharacteristic of this class of
car and may not have contributed much to the XT's sales. In the s, consumers with surplus cash
in search of a better-equipped vehicle did not generally start shopping at Subaru. While the XT

was an interesting design exercise, it did little to grow Subaru's sales. The company has seen
much more widespread success in the significantly more mainstream Legacy , Legacy Outback
and Impreza WRX models introduced in recent years. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Ascent WM. Coupe utility. Baja BT. Subaru launched the third generation Japanese and
world-market Legacy in June , while the North American model was introduced in May for the
model year. In all markets except for the United States, production lasted through , with a
limited production Blitzen model sold mid-cycle under the model year in Japan. Production in
the United States lasted through All models were equipped with standard, symmetrical all wheel
drive. World-market and Japanese models ranged from a normally aspirated 2. Even though
dimensions became mid-sized, it was still rated by the EPA as a compact car. Flat roof wagons
are no longer manufactured worldwide, and instead the raised roof is used for both the Legacy
and Outback wagons Lancaster in Japan. In late , the EZ30, a newly designed 3. The Legacy is
the only vehicle in this class that provides AWD as standard equipment. The B4 model was
introduced for the third generation and was a sedan-only model. This engine was popular with
Japanese buyers due to reduced tax liability based on Japanese vehicle size legislation ; the car
offered performance advantages over larger cars sold in Japan with bigger engines but with a
smaller tax bill. The B4 moniker also applied to naturally aspirated models, such as the 2. A B4
TS-R model was equipped with a less powerful, naturally aspirated 2. According to official
Subaru literature, there are several advantages to the boxer design. Due to the balance afforded
by horizontally opposed cylinders, the crankshaft requires less weighting and there is no need
to install balance shafts. This results in reduced noise, vibration and less power loss. Strength
is also an advantage of the boxer design â€” the crankshaft is sandwiched between the left and
right hand crankcases and is supported by 5 main bearings. The low and wide engine structure
also lowers the vehicle's centre of gravity and improves mass distribution. Working from the
crankcases out, the 'phase 2' engine sees the crank thrust bearing relocated to the rear of the
shaft â€” this reduces the transfer of natural frequencies to the transmission, resulting in
improved NVH. Pistons are all-new in the B4. Improved off-boost torque comes from a raised
static compression ratio â€” 9. The two DOHC , valve heads incorporate a fuel-efficient,
low-emission design, with a 'tumble swirl air' motion created by a specially shaped intake port
and increased valve angle and lift. The belt-driven camshafts act directly on hollow valve stems.
Intake valves are hollow reducing their mass from The B4 uses a sequentially staged primary
and secondary turbocharger to deliver good throttle response and a wide torque spread. The
primary turbo located at the left rear of the engine delivers boost in the low rpm and load range,
while the secondary turbo comes in to aid mid-to-high range breathing. During the primary
turbo stage, boost pressure is controlled by a conventional arrangement of an ECU-controlled
duty-cycle solenoid and an internal wastegate. The secondary turbo remains inoperative during
this stage, as a separate exhaust control valve situated on the right side of the engine remains
closed. This valve prevents exhaust gasses from entering the secondary turbine. During the â€”
rpm transitional stage, however, the exhaust control valve is partially opened, bringing the
secondary turbo up to near-operating speed. The ECU â€” working with another duty solenoid
and vacuum diaphragm â€” determines the amount that the exhaust control valve opens. The
ECU calculates this amount of valve opening based on the input of a differential pressure
sensor that takes feeds from the intake manifold and the outlet of the secondary turbo. Any
boost pressure produced by the secondary turbocharger during the transitional stage is
redirected to the atmospheric side of the compressor inlet between the turbos and air filter.
With the primary turbo continuing to supply manifold pressure and the secondary turbocharger
essentially bleeding off the boost it makes during the transition, the ECU will determine when to
close the pressure relief valve and fully open the exhaust control valve. Once this is done, the

ECU will again look at the input from the differential pressure sensor and open yet another valve
â€” the intake control valve which is mounted between the secondary turbo's compressor outlet
and the intercooler. With the intake control valve open, boost pressure from the secondary
turbo is allowed to pass through the intercooler in addition to the boost supplied by the primary
turbo. Manifold pressure during the second stage of turbocharging remains regulated by the
primary turbocharger's wastegate â€” there is only one turbine by-pass valve in the whole
system. Subaru claims: "The 'staging' between the single and twin-turbo operating range, which
was quite noticeable to the driver on the previous model B4, has now largely been 'tuned out' by
the careful selection of turbocharger size and the controlling mechanisms. As can be seen from
this torque curve, however, under some driving conditions it is still possible to detect a slight
reduction in the rate of acceleration in the preparatory or intermediate phase that occurs
between â€” rpm. Despite being called twins, the B4's turbochargers are not identical. At idle,
the turbo spins at around 20, rpm and it can go on to a maximum speed of , rpm. On the exhaust
side it uses a It's rated at , rpm. Both the primary and secondary turbochargers use a floating
metal centre bearing â€” not ball bearings. Like the WRX, the B4 uses a bonnet scoop to feed a
top-mount air-to-air intercooler. With 26 tubes to take induction air from one end-tank to the
other, the unit has a Australian-delivered Liberty B4s come with a longitudinally-mounted
5-speed manual gearbox only. It is essentially the same unit that was introduced in MY99
models which saw the most changes since the Liberty was introduced in Amongst its list of
improvements is increased case rigidity and twice the number of bolts attaching it to the engine
eight instead of four. The syncromesh baulk ring, gear docking teeth angles and the double
cone synchro on 2nd and 3rd gear have also all been retuned. The B4's 'S type' close-ratio
gearset has taller ratios in the first three cogs than the Impreza WRX , but a shorter 4. The gears
are now cold forged and shot peened for added strength and a flexible flywheel design is now
incorporated to reduce engine vibration reaching the driveline. The viscous limited-slip centre
coupling apportions front-to-rear torque Torque distribution at the road, however, is dependent
on load distribution and tyre grip. As a result, the static straight driving ratio is front-to-rear.
Under dynamic driving conditions, however, the torque distribution varies accordingly. The
viscous coupling senses rotational speed difference between the front and rear axles and
transmits torque to the end with the most grip which has lesser axle rpm. A rear viscous LSD is
also used to improve high-speed stability and traction during low-speed cornering. The B4 is
suspended on the same platform as other Liberty models â€” MacPherson struts under the front
and a multi-link strut rear. The front suspension incorporates cast aluminium L-shaped
transverse links and the cross member features a newly devised 'performance rod'. The
performance rod is a lateral brace, which improves side-axis stiffness by percent and
longitudinal stiffness by 50 percent. This provides more constant suspension geometry under
hard cornering. The rear suspension, too, receives an additional support sub-frame to improve
rear suspension lateral and longitudinal stiffness by percent and 20 percent respectively. The
struts are inverted to deliver higher bending rigidity thanks to larger damping tube diameter and
less damping fade as a result of increased piston size. Springs are mounted offset so their
centreline coincides with the pivot axis. This reduces road shock and â€” by minimizing bump
and rebound friction â€” provides less vibration. It's said the target was to at least equal the
performance of the BMW M3. The B4 is slowed by mm ventilated front disc brakes and twin-pot
floating calipers and mm ventilated rear discs and single-pot floating calipers. An increased
diameter vacuum assisted tandem booster gives reduced pedal effort though relatively firm
braking feel see graph. The system is diagonally linked to maintain safety in the event one line
should fail, and front and rear pressure control valve are used to balance braking force to suit
weight distribution. The B4's standard anti-lock braking system is Bosch 's 5. It's a 4-channel,
3-phase system with the front wheels controlled individually, while the rears are controlled
jointly through the 'select low' method. The select low method uses the rear wheel with the
lower coefficient of adhesion to calculate the brake line pressure applied to both of the rear
wheels. One-third the amount of steering correction is needed under these conditions. The
aforementioned 'select low' method of rear braking force, together with electronically delayed
buildup of braking force at the front wheel with a high adhesion coefficient and negative
steering roll radius, maximises chassis stability under braking. A combined key, remote central
locking transmitter and immobiliser transponder protects the Liberty B4 from theft. Once the
key is inserted into the ignition barrel and switched on, an antenna amplifier positioned around
the ignition barrel reads the transponder code and transmits it to the engine management
system. Without the correct code sequence, the engine is not allowed to start. In addition to the
key immobilizer, Subaru Australia also installs a dual-stage security system as came fitted to
previous Impreza STis. The remote locking transmitter represents the first stage of security,
while a console-mounted numerical keypad forms the second stage. To disarm the 6 points of

immobilization, the correct four-digit code must be entered into the keypad. The system also
features an anti-hijack, mode, intrusion alert, false alarm prevention, internal screamer siren,
infrasonic sensor, valet mode, and anti cross-pollination software. The B4's instrument cluster
is backlit and delivers excellent visibility under all conditions. The clock rings, pointers, and the
calibration data are sequentially illuminated once the ignition is switched on. American car
audio company McIntosh spent 12 months in Japan customizing a sound system to suit the
acoustics of the B4. The double-DIN head unit incorporates a single CD player, tuner, and
cassette deck, while some units also had a mini disc player. A 6-band, 4-channel parametric
equalizer has also been tuned specifically for the B4. Separate to the head unit â€” under the
front passenger seat â€” is the system amplifier. The output power handled by each of the
4-channels is 24W and the subwoofer is 60W. The total harmonic distortion of the system is as
low as 0. An electronically controlled rear muffler is used to keep the B4 quiet at low road
speeds. The pipe that leads into the rear muffler is divided in two, with one pipe equipped with a
flapper valve. The ECU â€” working with an actuator and cable â€” opens this valve when
traveling at medium-to-high road speeds. This increases exhaust gas flow. The bonnet of the
Liberty B4 is made from 1mm thick aluminium. Once fitted with its intercooler scoop, the bonnet
assembly weighs 9. Body strength has also been improved over the first current-shape Liberty.
Torsional rigidity has increased from the model's 2. Flexural rigidity is increased from 4. Other
tech facts about the Liberty B The B4 has a 0. Maximum boost pressure is quoted at 0. Front
caliper pot diameter is The fourth revision of the third-generation Legacy, introduced in , made
several subtle but important changes to the front of the car. The grille and headlights were
altered slightly, making interchangeability with Revisions A-C style headlights impossible. The
headlights in the Japanese market kept using HID bulbs as in previous years, but the shape of
the headlight was altered slightly. The grille was made slightly taller than the A-C models, and
the shape of the bumper around the grille was altered slightly to accommodate a lower joint
where the hood and bumper meet. Consistent with previous models, the HID headlights had a
dashboard-mounted adjustment switch that allowed the driver to re-aim the headlights to
reduce glare to approaching traffic, although the switches were altered slightly internally to
adjust for the increase in power needed to adjust the new style headlights. The bonnet became
a lighter aluminum alloy, similar to that available on the STI 's at the time. Compression and
timing changed in order to further reduce the effect of loss of boost during the switch over from
the primary to secondary stages. The ECU also got an upgrade, as it is now tunable by the
manufacturer or third-party tuning workshops. Additional optional extras were offered upon
purchase including but not limited to; a new body kit, headlight surrounds, and 4-pot brakes â€”
the stock wheels were designed to accommodate this upgrade. Available only for , the Brighton
was the lowest trim level of the legacy wagon available. For most of this generation, the L was
the lowest trim package available. From to , it can be identified with unpainted plastic body
molding, door handles, and mirrors. It came standard with the features from the Brighton, plus
features that were mentioned as excluded from the Brighton trim, rear disc brakes, and larger
tires. From to , the L had gained standard features in the Special Edition and 35th Anniversary
Edition such as the "snowflake" style 16" alloy rims from the to GT, painted plastic body
molding, door handles, and mirrors, dual sunroofs on the wagon and a single sunroof on the
sedan, simulated interior wood trim, a CD player, leather-wrapped shift handle and steering
wheel, and other features only previously available on the GT. The GT 2. The engine is the same
2. The GT Limited is a package offered from to that had the same additions as the GT trim and
added the factory all-weather package. This included features like heated seats, de-icer, and
mirror defrosters, but retained the same EJ engine. This trim level was dropped for and features
standard on the Limited became standard on the GT. This package was only available for the
sedan. An S Package was available that upgraded the grille to the touring wagon-style grille and
added foglights, alloy wheels, painted door handles, mirrors, and body molding. The Brighton
added to the TX. This trim featured automatic climate control, upgraded 15" mesh alloy rims,
foglights, and a standard CD player. It retained the same 2. The Brighton S was an upgraded
Brighton and featured a sportier look with painted body molding and single beam dual bulb
headlights. They featured the EZ30 and are identifiable by their unique grille. These models
were only available in Auto. The "B" in the name refers to the Bilstein struts that the car was
equipped with. An E-Tune package was available giving a stiffer chassis and longer gearing for
better fuel economy. The E-Tune II was introduced in as a model for Revision D and featured a
stiffer chassis and other upgrades. Vehicles with the Bilstein shocks had a small Bilstein badge
attached to the rear of the vehicle, below the "GT" badge. They featured some different interior
options, larger brakes and wheels, and more. Legacy Wagon Avignon Concept It was a concept
car named after an area in Southern France, based on the wagon body. It includes a cobalt blue
body, naturally aspirated 2. The vehicle was unveiled in at the 35th annual Tokyo Motor Show. It

includes a twin sequential turbo 2. Blitzen â€” The Blitzen model "Blitz" is German for lightning
was the result of a collaboration with design house Porsche Design , and featured many unique
parts and paint schemes, and was the top-level luxury sport package from Subaru, using items
from their STi performance division. The wheels, body kit, and interior were all designed by this
German group. It also featured an implementation of Aisin Seiki's new sequential automatic
gearbox, [9] the first use of sequential-shifting on a production Subaru model. The model was
refreshed in with an updated design. The model was refreshed again in with the interior
designed by Andreas Zapatinas. This was the lowest trim available outside of domestic and
North American markets. VDC and leather were options. With the arrival of the third generation
Legacy, the second generation Outback wagon became its own model. The Legacy SUS
remained unique to North America and was realigned with the Outback Limited package,
offering the sedan with an optional horizontal six-cylinder engine, also optional on the wagon.
The new body style was introduced to Japan in September and called the Lancaster. The
USA-spec Outback was available starting in In October of that year, Nissan introduced a
Japan-only called competitor with an Outback-like appearance called the Nissan Avenir Blaster.
The raised roof was retained, but the new body was smoother, rounder, and about 3 inches
longer, with a slightly longer wheelbase. A new version of Subaru's flat four-cylinder "boxer"
engine was standard, offering more low-end torque, better fuel economy, and smoother
performance. There were no changes to the front suspension, but there was a complete
makeover of the rear suspension, which included a new design that occupied less of the
backspace, adding more room in the trunk and cargo floor. Safety improvements consist of
three-point seat belts for the driver and additional four passengers. There is also a
child-safety-seat anchor for all of the seat positions in the back. For the front, the seat belts are
positioned to better hold the driver and front passenger along with front and rear airbags
installed to protect the occupants in a collision. The Subaru Outback received a good rating
from The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in for its performance in a safety demonstration
of a crash test at 40 miles per hour. The Outback has been since developing to make it as safe,
smooth, and convenient a ride that it can be. The rear seat on the Outback sedan does not fold
down, unlike previous generations where the rear seat had a folding seat for extended length
items. Rear headrests are now included as standard equipment on all trim levels. The ground
clearance is 7. The engine now meets California's LEV emission standard. The 2. The base
model six-cylinder was offered as the H Badging for all 6-cylinder Outbacks was located on the
front grille as well as on the rear of the vehicle. In a higher trim level, known as the Outback H
Bean in the USA, it included standard features like an in-dash six-disc CD changer, automatic
climate control, leather upholstery, and dual moonroofs. Bean and VDC trims. In-dash satellite
navigation was offered on Japan-spec vehicles on upper trim level wagons starting with Model
Year and continued to offer a Momo black leather steering wheel with genuine wood inlay, shift
knob, and parking brake handle. Plaid upholstery was still offered on Japan-spec Lancasters.
The six-cylinder was also available as the Outback H These were some of the only vehicles ever
factory-equipped with McIntosh stereo equipment. When wheel spin is detected, the system
cuts power to the spinning wheel and directs power to those that are not. Only when necessary
do the brakes slow the affected wheels, when the vehicle detects excessive oversteer or
understeer. This package had more sound insulation than other trims, as well as those features
found on the H Bean, such as dual moonroofs, OnStar, and leather upholstery. Its curb weight
was just slightly higher than that of the standard H Bean trim, and while the VDC badging was
placed on the front quarter panels only, the H Australian-specification vehicles differ from cars
delivered in the United States by following the Japanese models; primarily headlights, side
indicators on front quarter panels , rear taillights, front and rear bumpers, and a higher placing
of the "Outback" badging on the front door bodywork as opposed to being placed on the plastic
cladding. This generation of Outback was released in an early style with gold-colored cladding,
all-in-one headlights not dissimilar to the US model headlights , and internally a light gray cloth
sometimes speckled with various colors , a light brown wood textured dashboard and a plain
instrument cluster. A nudge bar a smaller style of bullbar or roo bar was also available as an
aftermarket option. The H6 was released with slightly different inch wheels and available in a
single metallic pearl off-white colour instead of the usual colour with gold or silver cladding.
The H6 was only available in automatic, apparently due to the size of the 6-cylinder engine
taking up too much space to fit the manual box and associated dual-range mechanicals. The
Lancaster as known in Japan was released originally in September following the original release
of the third-generation Legacy in May The Lancaster models were available originally in 2. This
was in production from April to May when Subaru released the facelifted Legacy models
included a revised Lancaster design. The system featured two CCD cameras mounted either
side of the rear-view mirror. The system was installed on 2. While Subaru's newly marketed

ja:EyeSight Japanese system essentially ADA found in the 5th generation Legacy and Outback
draws media attention for 'new advanced technology', the ADA system was actually a system
developed back in the late s along with the development of the 3rd Generation Legacy and is no
means 'new technology' as such, but more a 'newly recognised' system for a more
safety-conscious global market. Manufactured from to and marketed for the through to model
years, the Baja combined the handling and passenger carrying characteristics of a traditional
passenger car with the open-bed versatility, and to a lesser degree, load capacity of a pickup
truck. The unibody design borrowed heavily from the existing mechanicals, platform and sheet
metal of the Outback wagon. The 4-speed automatic transmission had a feature where the
transmission could be instructed to ignore 1st gear from a standing stop to assist driving on
traction limited situations, such as ice and snow. The system was activated by moving the
gearshift from the "D" position down to "2nd". The car would then start in 2nd gear, and not 1st.
The transmission also splits the delivered torque between the front and rear wheels. Once the
car stopped, the transmission would start back in 2nd and not 1st, until the system was
upshifted to 4th. The automatic transmission also has the ability to change the shift points, and
hold the gears longer when the engine is operating at a higher RPM. This is achieved by
pressing the accelerator pedal rapidly, which causes the transmission to hold the gear until rpm
before shifting to the next gear. No indicator light appears in the instrument cluster, unlike
previous generations. The transmission also has engine over-rev protection by shifting the
transmission to the next available gear once rpm has been achieved, even if the gear selector is
in a low gear position. Japanese-spec vehicles with the twin-turbo had a "Sportshift" manumatic
transmission , that allowed the driver to push the automatic gearshift selector to the left, and
then allow the driver to shift the automatic like a manual transmission. In-dash satellite
navigation was offered on Japan-spec vehicles on upper trim level sedans and wagons starting
with Model Year and continued to offer a Momo black leather steering wheel, gearshift knob,
and parking brake handle. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For a complete overview of all
generations, see Subaru Legacy. This article may be too technical for most readers to
understand. Please help improve it to make it understandable to non-experts , without removing
the technical details. March Learn how and when to remove this template message. Motor
vehicle. Main article: Subaru Baja. Retrieved Archived from the original on Categories : Subaru
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with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is
locally defined. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Subaru Fuji Heavy Industries. Front engine , four-wheel drive. Subaru Legacy
second generation. Subaru Legacy fourth generation. ADA will detect when the vehicle is
diverging from the intended course of the road. An audible sound is made through the
navigation system and dashboard warnings are illuminated. When the ADA detects the car fast
approaching another vehicle in front, the system will warn the driver via an audible sound.
Whilst cruise control is active, ADA will keep the vehicle at a safe distance from the car in front.
This in turn requires no input from the driver when the car is fast approaching a vehicle ahead.
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Coupe utility. Baja BT. It's quick and easy to get the yellow, cloudy residue off your headlights,
making your car safer and better looking. I recently purchased my dream car, a lifted Mazda
Miata. As can only be expected, I've got quite a bit of work to do on good ol' Buddy, but my first
priority is safety. An easy way to make your older car safer is to get rid of those foggy, yellowed
headlights. Cloudy headlights pose a safety concern as the oxidation can severely diminish
visibility at night. What causes headlight discoloration? It's a combination of pollution, UV rays,
ozone and chemicals used at some car washes. In year-old Buddy, I find myself driving with my
brights on all the time and I still feel like I'm driving in the dark. The Subie's headlights were not
very cloudy, so I opted to try two kits that don't require a drill for sanding, using one kit for each
headlight. To conquer Buddy's foggy headlight lenses I picked four kits and divided each lamp
in half. These kits are more robust and required more than just elbow grease. The kit includes a
microfiber towel and a pair of gloves as well as a sealant, but as with all these kits you'll also
need a spray bottle with water. The first step is to wet the headlamp, use the 2, grit side of the
small polishing pad, then flip it over to the 3, grit side for more polishing. Wipe dry with the
included towel and apply the Wipe-It sealant across the plastic lens. The directions state that

the lens will be dry to the touch within an hour and should not come into contact with any
moisture for 24 hours lest the finish streak or spot. The Rust-oleum kit definitely made the
Subaru's headlight lens clearer, but the little polishing pad was a bit difficult to hold. It's about
1. This kit comes with gloves and a sealant but does not include a towel. The first step is to use
the Oxidization Remover wipe over the dull headlights. It's really satisfying to see the yellow
oxidization come off on to the wipe. Next use the Surface Prep Disc to wet-polish the lens. You'll
do this twice, once with 3, grit sandpaper and once with 2, grit. After thoroughly rinsing and
drying the lens, swipe the Clear Coat Wipe across and wait for it to dry. The directions say the
lens should not be exposed to any direct moisture for one hour. Which non-drill headlamp
restorer is the best? The Cerakote made the lens more clear than the Rust-oleum kit and it is
easier to work with thanks to its applicator. It's bigger and fits easier into my hand. Although the
sanding discs are the same color, the grit number is clearly printed on the other side. Plus, each
step in the headlight lens restorer kit is arranged into its own bag, so it's easier to get organized
with all the parts and pieces. Next I needed to get a handle on Buddy's lamps, so I chose
products that use a drill for sanding. This kit does not come with gloves, a towel or a headlight
coating sealant. The first step is to attach the backing plate to the drill just as you would any
drill bit and secure the grit sanding disc. Wet-sand the plastic headlight lens and then switch to
the 1, grit disc. Finally, there is a 3, grit foam disc for the final sanding step. To polish, switch
out the foam disc for the PowerBall 4Lights foam ball, put a nickel-sized amount of the
PowerPlastic 4Lights compound on it and polish. Finally, buff with a clean and dry microfiber
towel. However, the sanding discs are all the same color and the printing of the grit on the back
is hit or miss. On some it's easy to read, on others part of the number is printed off the disc,
making me guess. The lack of a sealant means the car headlights may cloud up again very
quickly. However, the directions say I can use the foam ball or buffing pad and polishing
compound to maintain the clarity. Here you can see the original cloudiness on the right. This kit
does not come with gloves or a towel, but it does have a clear coat sealant. The first two
sanding passes of the car's headlight housings are done by hand with a 1, grit sandpaper disc,
then a 3,grit sanding pad disc, attached to a hand pad much like the one in the Cerakote kit. To
polish, attach the yellow polishing pad to the drill, add a nickel-sized amount of the PlastX lens
clarifying compound and polish to your heart's content. After thoroughly wiping clean and dry
with a microfiber towel, apply the Headlight Sealant to the grey foam applicator and wipe the
headlight by hand. The directions say the product dries to the touch in 15 minutes, but to keep
the lens away from moisture for a full 24 hours. The discs are different colors depending on
their level of grit. However, the directions don't refer to their colors, only the numbers printed
on the back. The directions are a little unclear at the end, saying only to "apply the coating to
the gray applicator pad. This 3M headlight restoration kit does not contain gloves, a towel or a
sealant. It also does not use as much wet sanding. The first step is to attach the disc pad holder
to the drill, use the grit sandpaper on a dry lens, then switch to an grit disc and again sanding
the vehicle's headlight lens dry. Lastly, use the 3,grit foam disc and water for a fine sanding. To
polish attach the large foam pad to the holder and add a dime-sized amount of 3M Rubbing
Compound to it. Polish and use a microfiber cloth to buff and dry the lens. The 3M Headlight
Lens Restoration System was the best kit out of the bunch to restore hazy headlights. Not only
did it make the lens the clearest, each disc is color-coded and referred to as such in the
directions. The directions are very thorough, offering tips and tricks, color photos, and larger
print. The original cloudy headlamp color is on the right, the left side has been treated with the
3M Headlight Lens Restoration System. Adam's headlight restoration kit comes with two
microfiber towels, a pair of gloves and uses liquids rather than sanding discs like the other
restoration kits. It does not come with a protective coating sealant. The first step is to attach the
backing plate to the drill and attach the "blue microfiber cutting pad" -- I'll talk more about this
in a minute. Add drops of the correcting compound and sand away on the cloudy headlight
housings. When finished with this step, wipe the lens with a microfiber towel, using the detail
spray if needed. Second step is to repeat the process with the four-inch blue foam pad. Lastly,
use the white foam pad and the finishing polish and wipe dry with a microfiber towel. It comes
in a great-looking package, but the directions are confusing. That "blue microfiber cutting pad"
is actually a white pad resting on a thin layer of blue foam. I just reached for something blue,
figuring the white pads were for something later down the line. To be fair, there is an
instructional video online, but the directions should not say "blue" when the pad is clearly
white. In my testing the 3M Headlight Lens Restoration System is the best headlight restoration
kit thanks to its clear directions and excellent results. Although the 3M kit does not come with
UV sealant, it clearly provided the best result of all the kits. I'll be going over the rest of Buddy's
headlights with the 3M product. If you don't have or want to use a cordless drill, the Cerakote
Ceramic Headlight Restoration Kit is the best headlight kit of the two I tried. It was easier to

apply than the Rust-oleum kit and there was no question of which product to use at what step.
Before you use any headlight restoration kit, here are a couple of pro tips. For starters, be sure
to first mask off the surrounding paint with painter's or masking tape. And opening your car's
hood to have easy access to the entire headlight housing is also very helpful. If your headlights
are cloudy, using a restoration kit is a quick and easy way to bring them up to spec. Restoring
them offers a lot of bang for your buck. It's a cheap and easy way to make your car safer and it
should take you right around 30 minutes to restore both headlights. Climb in the driver's seat
for the latest car news and reviews, delivered to your inbox twice weekly. Be respectful, keep it
civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to
read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Roadshow editors pick the
products and services we write about. When you buy through our links, we may get a
commission. Emme Hall. Best affordable headlight restoration kit without a drill. Rust-oleum
Wipe New Headlight Restore. Jump to details. Best overall headlight restoration kit without a
drill. Cerakote Ceramic Headlight Restoration Kit. Best headlight restoration kit without a
sealant. Best headlight restoration kit with a sealant. Best headlight restoration kit overall. Best
liquid headlamp restoration kit. Adam's Polishes Headlight Restoration Kit. Enlarge Image.
Discuss: Best headlight restoration kits in Current model overview, prices Archives previous
models SubaruSpeak? Justy shown. The white 5 door van left is only Please read - this
unofficial independent Subaru research site by Joe Spitz is designed to help you learn about
Subarus. Always contact your local dealer. Inspect any vehicle prior to purchasing. Information
subject to change, correction, updating. Reproduction prohibited. In SoA sold , cars which is 14,
per month or about 20 cars per hour around the clock every day of the year. Better known by
the Greek name Pleiades, part of the Taurus constellation, Subaru is also Japanese for 'unite'. J
is the United States marketer of Subaru products manufactured by Fuji. Servco Pacific has
Hawaii. The first U. Subaru is the This very small rear wheel drive minicar had a 2-stroke, 25
horsepower cc engine thus the name , weighed under pounds, got It came in a few models: 2
door sedan, then the "Young S" 2 dr sedan, minivan that's me in the white 5 door van below , a
truck version, and even a mini race car too. There may have been as many as of these imported
through , though they weren't exactly a best seller. Check out my classifieds page to buy or sell
one. It's a year of love and hate Riots in Chicago at the Democractic convention. President
Johnson doesn't run for re-election, Richard Nixon beats Hubert Humphrey but is shamed out of
office in A Hershey bar is 5 cents. Apollo 7 and 8 are launched. In Vietnam it's the Tet Offensive.
Redwood National Park established in California. Designer Ralph Lauren is 29 and just starting
out. Christian Barnard performs the first successful heart transplant. The Monkees film their
final TV episode. The Beatles release The White Album. It was cc, FF-1 Star with a cc engine and
front inboard brakes. While the models changed over the years, the names were used until The
4x4 is a success and the first mass produced Japanese 4x4 car. They runs TV ads showing how
well a Subaru does in in the snow, and advertise 'Inexpensive and built to stay that way'. The
Brat is introduced discontinued in and re-born in as the Baja. Brat is 'Bi-drive Recreational
All-terrain Transporter'. These models made as Subaru starts a 5 year product cycle. The 'hill
holder' introduced previously on Studebaker etc so cars with a manual transmission won't roll
backwards. These models are discontinued in The XT defines aerodynamic styling and available
for a short time in a 6cylinder. Justy introduced, 3 cylinder, available in with the 1st ECVT
electronic continuously variable transmission in the US. There are a number of Legacy models.
Many Legacys are made in Lafayette, Indiana, all are made there by Discontinued in , the SVX
retains cult popularity years later. Right-hand-drive Legacy postal wagon available for rural mail
carriers discontinued in though aftermarket conversions are available. Subaru introduces the
smaller Impreza. Impreza continues with minor changes until it's re-designed in Outback is
introduced as a trim package on the Legacy L. All Legacys are now made in Lafayette, Indiana.
The first real Legacy Outback is introduced, not just a trim package on the L. The Outback is a
rugged road version of the Legacy wagon with more ground clearance, 2 tone with grey lower
body molding, the new 2. It's a huge hit. The Impreza Outback Sport version of the Impreza
wagon is also introduced. The SVX is being phased out. Subaru makes th right-hand-drive
postal Legacy wagon. All Subarus are now all wheel drive, which most were anyway. It's smaller
than the Outback but bigger than the Impreza. Impreza 2. The Outback Limited is available with
optional dual sunroofs. Subaru completely re-does Legacy and Outback, finally offering power
driver's seat, better cupholders, driver focused dashboard, a quieter ride among other
improvements. ST-X concept truck, made as Baja remember the Brat. The WRX is a very popular
and firmly Subaru in the perfomance car world. Outback now standard with All Weather pkg
heated seats etc , center console re-designed with 2 cupholders. Legacy available in a SE
special edition package, Outback Audio Edition available mid-year with upgraded stereo system
but no All Weather pkg. Legacy L and Outback H6 available in a 35th Anniversary package. New

2. The Impreza line gets minor upgrades including improved front cupholders, gray headlight
lens, new alloy wheels, STi gets a stereo, wider rear wheels etc, limited production Outback
Sport SE and RS sedan Sport packages offered. Baja turbo with leather late availability includes
new standard 2piece hard tonneau cover. GM sells 8. The Legacy is Subarus biggest selling line
and the model is a major make-over! Available in late May 04, all models get new full front and
rear head and side curtain airbags and gets a 5 Star rating Larger and smoother riding, all new
look, new dashboard, new colors, new seats, new engines and new models. New performance
GT and XT models get the new turbo 2. For the first time Subaru offers an optional power
passenger seat, dual zone climate controls and much more. Update: August price increase on
all vehicle shipped to dealers starting September 04 and later. Impreza , available late April. All
models get new center console with 2 cupholders, smoked headlight lens, new colors. RS
sedan drops in price and gets a new optional Sport model. STi new front differential, wider real
wheels, stereo is standard, immobilizer key and more. WRX gets new stereo, new wheels etc. XT
gets immobilzer key. New colors. Subaru's first 7 passenger optional , hp 3. Legacy and
Outback model lines refined with slow selling manual transmission models dropped, a new 6
cylinder cloth Outback and new Legacy 2. Limited production Legacy GT SpecB available late in
the year, only to be produced, each with a numbered plate, all are GT Limited sedans, 5spd
manual transmission, Titanium silver with brick red leather interior, 18" alloys, Bilstein
suspension, Navigation system only way to get Navigation with a manual etc. All Imprezas get a
new front grill similar to the Tribeca, Advanced Front Airbag system, new tail-lights, aluminum
hood and other upgrades. WRX gets new 2. STi gets new rear roof spoiler and other minor
performance upgrades. Impreza RS renamed 2. Baja comintues with few changes, only 3 colors
available for Forester gets new names, loses the cloth XT and base XS models, all models get
new front end and tailights, slight horsepower increase with active valves, Xs now , XTs hp ,
Advanced Airbags and other minor refinements. Legacy and Outback : 4cylinder horsepower
increased to from The models get refined. New colors and navigation available on certain
models. Available early December. The Outback 2. Models dropped are the XS and the cloth XT.
All models get new front and rear end, new head and tail lights, XT has slightly more power. I
mpreza: all models now have dual-stage front and front side airbags STi: front only. RS models
renamed 2. WRX engine is now the 2. Baja : few changes, Available in only 3 colors. Final year,
no model will be available. Satellite radio available for the first time. Tribeca gets a new grill,
optional SE package with chromed wheels, satellite radio, mesh grill; Navigation includes
back-up camera, optional back-up beeper, fewer color combinations and models. Impreza
remains much the same with few changes. New STI Limited available, only made, gray and
white, all with leather, small rear spoiler, sunroof and sells out quickly. New mid-year Impreza 2.
Forester remains much the same. All models except X gets aux plug. Limited production Legacy
GT spec. B to , with a new 6 speed transmission and VDC. New Outback 2. This is the first time
the LL Bean name has been used on a 4 cylinder Outback, previously it was only for 6 cylinder
Outbacks and 4 cylinder Foresters of course. New standard features include blacked-out grill,
auxiliary ipod plug, prewired for XM radio, Navigation system now includes back-up camera, 2
position Memory driver's seat on Limiteds. New optional SE package has stainless mesh grill
fits 06 models , chromed wheels, XM satellite radio. Other new options include back-up beeper,
pre-wired for XM radio, remote starter. Legacy and Outback : The models get refined and prices
actually drop on many models! New low priced Outback Basic has steel wheels, deletes heated
seats, Limited slip rear axle, rear cargo outlet, power drivers seat, cargo cover, cross bars etc.
Deleted models: Legacy 2. All 07 XTs are now Limited. All models pre-wired for satellite radio,
have auxiliary stereo plug except Basic , MP3 stereo. Due to a new testing method horsepower
rating may drop slightly, but this is only a test change, not an actual horsepower change. Price
actually drops on most models! X model gets electronic brake distribution, XT gets 17" wheels,
all models except X model get auxiliary ipod plug. Does not have forged BS alloys. Few other
changes. Price drop on 2. December 21, New SE sedan model announced. Includes CD changer
with upgraded speakers and auxiliary input plug, moonroof Baja : discontinued for Outbacks
are wagons, the Outback sedan has been dropped starting with 08 models. All Legacys are now
sedans. So if you want a wagon it's the Outback, and if you want a sedan it's a Legacy. Most
noticable change is an all new grill so the car has a very different look, also new headlights and
tailights, new alloy wheels, new colors, new cloth interior. New telescoping steering wheel with
tilt, includes cruise control. Top of the line 3. VDC, electronic stability control, is optional on 2.
Tire pressure monitoring is standard on all models. Key and remote is now one piece instead of
separate key and remote as in previous years. EPA fuel economy ratings lower due a change in
testing standards. Legacy wagons are discontinued and all Legacys are now sedans, and
Outbacks are wagons. No price increase. The top of the line is the new 3. The GT specB
continues, with new cloth, so there are now 2 performance models. Re-designed outside mirrors

with turn signals on the GT and 3. The ride is significantly smoother than previous models,
there is finally more back seat room, the rear seats fold flat in sedans long overdue. There is a 4
door sedan and 5 door wagon. The optional automatic transmission is now the SportShift with
manual mode. VDC vehicle dynamics control is available on all models except the base 2.
Navigation-DVD audio system is available on the 2. The Outback Sport 5 door wagon has
standard All Weather Pkg with heated seats, heated front wiper de-icer and heated defrosting
outside mirrors. Roof Rack is now available on all models including sedan, and is quick on-off.
The WRX is available as a 4 door sedan and 5 door wagon. The ride is no longer as 'firm', it is
definitely smoother and more refined. Navigation is available on top of the line model. VDC is
standard on all models. The STI sedan is gone, replaced by the 5 door wagon, and is available in
3 models. New 3. Larger rear side cargo windows for better visibilty, smoother riding
suspension, raised roof rack rails for cross bars replaces fixed position cross bars, new front
grill, new rear end and cargo door, new head and tail lights. Interior remains much the same.
Note: the LL Bean name was dropped and replaced by the Limited starting April production, so
both names can be used depending on production date. There are -no- differences other than
name, and the Limited doesn't have the LL Bean logos. The is a little longer and taller with all
new suspension and other upgrades make this a smoother riding car. Minimum 8. It feels larger
than it is, a very comfortable ulitity rig with 6 airbags, standard VDC stabilty control, 4 disc
brakes. Available with 4 cylinder and turbo 4 cylinder engine, optional Sportshift 4 speed
automatic transmission, optional Navigation. LL Bean name is dropped for models. Price
dropped on 2. New names: the 2. New Harman Kardan audio speaker package plus steering
wheel controls on SE and above, dark tinted privacy glass on Limited models and above. The LL
Bean name and logos have been dropped. New seacrest light green color. Dark carpeting now
with taupe interior as well as gray interior replaces taupe carpeting. Few changes for the
models. New lower price 3. New Harman Kardan audio speaker package on SE and above, dark
tinted privacy glass on Limited models and above. New green color. Few other changes for
models. New WRX 2. Models are the 2. The XT turbo is dropped, and the 6 cylinder is now the 3.
The 3. The car is a bit larger overall and has a much more open and spacious feel inside. But the
overall car size is actually. Interior space and rear seat room has gone up dramatically. There's
a lot more back seat room finally. This was accomplished by increasing the wheelbase slightly
and carefully maximizing the available space. The front seats are a bit wider and softer Framed
doors- all models have framed doors. This adds rigidity and hopefully will reduce that
ever-present wind noise from the outside mirror area that Subarus have been prone to. For
some reason the outside mirrors don't fold-away. Perhaps that will change for model. Option
Packages. A new way of doing things. It's almost impossible to have the exact right car for
every buyer. There are just too many possible combinations, some features sell here, others sell
there- popularity can be based on region and driving conditions, like warm vs cold climate, wet
vs dry, city vs country, lots of snow vs no snow. So starting with the 10 models, Subaru is
offering models with 'Option Package' upgrades. The 'Option Packages' are all described below.
What this means for the buyer are more choices. For example, on the previous mid-range 2. Like
it or not you got heated seats etc. Starting with s, it's an option on the Premium. And tall people
don't like sunroofs less headroom , other people really like them. Gas tank size is now That's a
nice big tank. Hill Holder and Electronic Parking Brake: standard features on all models include
a Hill Holder to help hold the car when starting on a hill, and an electronic parking brake system
which eliminates a manual emergency brake no foot or hand brake with 'Auto Release'- wear
seatbelt, car in Drive, press gas for Auto Release. New transmissions - All 2. Legacy The cars
are a bit larger and have a nice more open and spacious feel inside. Interior space has
increased but the overall length and size has not gone up dramatically. There's a lot more back
seat room that's a good thing , the front seats are a bit wider and perhaps even softer thank you
etc. All carefully done to maximize the available space. Frames doors- all models have framed
doors. For some reason the outside mirrors don't fold-away but perhaps that will change.
Models are 2. There are 3 models for 3. Like all models, there are new Option Packages. These
are factory installed only. Premium gets a power seat wioth power lumbar support. All models
get a overhead Map Light get 'Door Open' switch light fades off. New for all models not just
Forester , Subaru is using major 'Option Packages' to equip cars. These are factory-only
upgrade packages available on appropriate models. The Premium SE gets fog lights, al weather
pkg, sunroof, cd changer so is very similar to the Outback Sport. New front grill on all models
and new logo on left rear adds 'symmetrical AWD' below Subaru. Outback Sports gets silver
painted door handles instead of bright chrome, and silver painted front grill upper bar instead of
bright chrome and dark headlight surrounds like other Imprezas. New 'Option Packages'
upgrades on all models. Navigation now includes hand-free cell phone Bluetooth. Retail list
prices are the same though dealer cost crept up very slightly. Logo on rear or gate or trunk

adds 'symmetrical AWD' below Subaru. Model codes have changed to accomodate SoA's new
'Option Package' ordering system. Used prices are very strong. SIA in Lafayette slows the
assembly lines due to availability of parts, no overtime shifts, closes a few days in April. No
factory orders accepted on any models effective April 11th which is a little early. Forester gets
an all new engine.. This is the first use of this motor. Other Forester upgrades include in all
models except X: easy to use handsfree Bluetooth, new stereos, new back up camera, new
optional TomTom GPS optional on Premium only. Outback: new fold away mirrors, no other
changes of note Legacy: new fold away mirrors, no other changes of note Impreza: Impreza
Premium and Outback Sport models move closer together and there's not much difference
between features. Some Outback Sports are available with one tone paint. New optional
Tom-Tom navigation is just ok bit hard to use, small buttons etc. As a result of these disasters,
car and part production was seriously impacted- factories world-wide were shut down for
weeks. The big change for the year was the new Impreza due late August- it started to arrive
early December though a few were around in mid November the very first Impreza was delivered
to Cascade Subaru in Wenatchee. Given all the trouble, including a major brake master cylinder
recall in late November, its a testament to Subaru customer loyalty that the company had their
best year ever. The Impreza is all new, the first complete redesign since the It got an all new hp
2. The models are 4 door sedan base, premium, Limited and 5 door wagon base, Premium,
Limited , with a new 5 door Sport 5 door model that has roof rack rails. Its the only Impreza with
roof rails, so the Sport replaces the Outback Sport. The Forester continues on with few
changes, including a height adjustable front passenger seat. The Scion is the FR-S and is
generally more available. This is a rear wheel drive, 2 door yes, the first rear wheel drive Subaru
since the early s. Availability of the BRZ is expected to be tight, with only for the model run The
all new XV Crosstrek with a variant of the popular Impreza line. Subaru added ground clearance
and body cladding and the car was an immediate hit. What Subaru did to the Impreza 5 door to
create the Crosstrek is almost exactly what they did to the Legacy to create the Outback- add
clearance, body cladding and a viola- create a new model. The Outback and Legacy got a
mechanical updating with a new 2. This is the last year for the current Forester- the model will
be all new, due March No mechanical or power upgrades. Sales total for calendar year - , Even
with some models in tight supply, like the Impreza and its new Crosstrek cousin, and the low
production BRZ, Subaru exceeded their own sales predictions that just 12 months ago seemed
just a more dream than reality The Outback is the star, selling , for year. Forester is 2 with 76,,
and Impreza is 3 with 68,, and they're almost tied if the Impreza and its sibling Crosstrek are
combined, with 75, total. Tips, comments, corrections welcomed! I have tried to provide the
initial information so you can determine your interest in Subarus from the comfort of your home
or work. If you're interested in a new or used Subaru or other used vehicle please contact me.
Thank you the end. Research : Current model overview, prices Archives previous models
SubaruSpeak? WRX STi 04 shown. Forester 05 shown. Subaru Brats on left, Baja on right. All
car replacement headlights usually have both high and low beam options. Some achieve this by
using a single bulb with two filaments. Other light assembly designs have two separate bulbs
with single filaments. How Much Does it Cost for a Headlight? What is a Composite Headlamp?
Most modern vehicles use what's called a composite headlamp. A composite headlight is a
custom fit plastic reflector bonded to a plastic or glass lens and fitted with a bulb. The bulb is of
a quartz-halogen or HID design. The glass headlight bulb is actually made of silica quartz, which
is highly resistant to heat. They generate light when electrons pass through a superconductor
material contained in the LEDs. Halogen bulbs rely on a regular plain glass bulb and filament.
However, they are also filled with a mixture of halogen gases, such as nitrogen and argon, or
iodine and bromine. An often overlooked issue is halogen bulbs should never come into contact
with human skin because the oils and salt can damage the glass and make it less able to
withstand the higher temperatures and will burn out easier. High Intensity Discharge or HID
Xenon Headlights High intensity discharge or HID headlights as they are commonly called are
also known as xenon headlights because they contain the gas xenon, which can give the
headlight a distinctive blue sheen. These types of bulbs are usually much brighter at night than
any other kind of bulb. Composite and sealed Beam headlights are 2 different kinds of parts. In
a composite headlight assembly the individual bulbs can be removed and replaced. However on
Sealed beam headlight units the entire assembly needs to be replaced when a bulb burns out.
From bulbs to covers and from wiring to switches, shop at PartsGeek. Often the most difficult
thing about maintaining your car or truck is finding a good source of quality parts like a Bosch
headlight assembly. Nothing is more critical than preserving the safety of yourself and your
loved ones, which is why upgrading your car with the highest-quality and most durable
replacement parts is crucial. Accidents are a steep price to pay for not maintaining your
vehicle's safety equipment. Without question, the most important part in a car's construction is

the safety components. Most carmakers sell cars that protect drivers and passengers, but bear
in mind it's your job to make sure that all the critical safety components are present and in good
repair. The headlight assembly is a part which allows you to operate your vehicle after sunset
as well as in low-visibility weather by shining a light on the street ahead of your car. The
headlight assembly is absolutely one of the most significant components on the car or truck
when it comes to clear travel at night or in low-visibility conditions. Not having a functioning
headlight assembly in place may be a serious hazard to yourself in addition to others. Your
headlight assemblies should be replaced as they start to wear out or are broken. To have
greater visibility while driving in the dark, a reliable headlight assembly is important. When you
purchase a Bosch headlight assembly from the specialists here at PartsGeek, you can rest
assured that you are getting the most high quality parts and the lowest price. We here at
PartsGeek know what it's like to love your vehicle, and so we have made it our mission to help
you find the perfect Hella headlight. There's nothing that is more critical than the safety of
yourself and your passengers, which is why upgrading your car with the highest-quality and
most reliable parts is necessary. Repairing your vehicle's damaged safety equipment is the
most basic step you can take to ensure the safety of your family. Mishaps are a fact of life
owning a car or truck, but it's possible to mitigate the chances of having a disaster by
purchasing or maintaining your safety gear such as signal lights or brakes. Equipment choices
that make for a more comfortable ride can increase safety and drivability. Lacking a working
headlight on your vehicle can be a source of hazard to yourself as well as others. Your
headlight adds greater safety when driving at night. A headlight is one of the most critical
elements installed on the car regarding secure navigation on unlighted streets or in
low-visibility weather. All headlights need to be replaced as they appear to fail or are shattered.
Different types of headlights are manufactured, which you can buy at most automotive stores;
these include HID as well as tungsten lights. The perfect parts, like a Replacement headlight
assembly, are just a few clicks away when you buy from PartsGeek. Buying features that
improve overall ride also improves performance in dangerous conditions. Making your car safe
for the streets and in line with traffic laws is much simpler when the proper safety components
are installed. A small investment in safety for your car or truck now can prevent big expense in
the future. To see better while driving at night, a dependable headlight assembly is vital. Failure
to have a functioning headlight assembly installed can be a serious risk to yourself as well as
everyone else. Your headlight assembly is a part that permits you to operate your car in the
dark as well as in low-visibility conditions by lighting up the road ahead of your vehicle. Your
headlight assembly is perhaps one of the most important elements on the car or truck regarding
hazard-free navigation on unlighted streets or in low-visibility conditions. Various types of
headlight assemblies are manufactured, which you can buy at many car parts retailers; these
include xenon and halogen models. Fender-benders are a fact of life traveling in a car or truck,
but drivers can mitigate the risk of being victimized by a catastrophe simply by purchasing or
repairing the safety gear such as lights and brakes. Few things are as important as your family's
safety and security while travelling down the highway. Eliminate immoderate risk when
motoring by insuring that your car or truck has the safety-related parts that you desire. A
headlight assembly furnishes optimal safety as you're driving in poor conditions. Different
types of headlight assemblies have been developed, which are obtainable at most car parts
stores; these include High Intensity Discharge as well as tungsten models. In order to see better
while driving on unlighted roads, a reliable headlight assembly is necessary. Your headlight
assembly is a system which makes it safe for you to operate your car on unlighted roads as well
as in bad weather by shining a light on the road ahead of your vehicle. Your headlight assembly
is one of the most vital components installed on your car for clear driving at night or in bad
weather. Headlights perform many functions in your daily driving besides just lighting your way.
You signal a driver of an oncoming hazard by flashing your lights, or ask a slow driver to move
aside. You turn on your highbeams for extra visibility in particularly dark areas, perhaps when
you're on a deserted roads without street lights. In foggy conditions, your headlamps allow you
to cut through murky conditions to continue driving safely. These are also one of the parts on
your car that get replaced more frequently than many others. Making sure your headlights are
working properly ensures your safety and the safety of others on the road. Replacing a
headlight is easy at PartsGeek. With our day return policy you can shop with confidence
because you have a month to send back a part if you need to. Headlights illuminate the road in
front of the car so that both driver and oncoming cars can remain safe on the road. The
headlight is composed of the assembly and the bulb. Headlight assemblies can be replaced
when the plastic or glass that houses the bulb becomes damaged or cracked. If the light itself
goes out, then the lightbulb within needs to be replaced. Headlights are designed to fit the
design of the car and therefore when replacing your vehicle's assembly it's important to get the

right fit to match your particular make and model, as some change from model to model and
year to year. Headlight assemblies are sold for the right and left sides of your vehicle. The price
varies depending on the components that come with the assembly. Some headlights also have
added components like washers, and those are more expensive. And sometimes just the lens or
one component of the overall headlight assembly needs to be replaced. The frequency of
headlight replacement depends on which component you need to replace. For example, bulbs
are one component of a headlight that need more frequent replacement, but LED lamps last
longer than standard halogen bulbs. The assembly of the light could become cracked or
damaged, and in that case there's no standard replacement timeframe. Replacement in some
cases is more a matter of whether or not the lens gets broken through a fender-bender or
accident rather than dependent on the lifespan of the assembly. Speedy, safe delivery. So
pleased with parts and ease of ordering I have told my mechanic about your company. I was
surprise at how fast the product arrived, and I am very satisfied with this purchase. It was
cheaper then I had bought the last one from a junk yard. The plastic yellowed so badly I was
surprised that any light was getting out. This new light assembly makes the front of my truck
look new again. I will be back for more. Install was easy but for some reason the light had no
power. Had power at the factory plug by none to the light. Wiggled the harness on the light and
has been fine since. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply
submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to
return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web
to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Alfa Romeo. Land
Rover. Rolls Royce. AM General. American Motors. Blue Bird. IC Corporation. Sterling Truck.
Action Crash. Crown Automotive. DIY Solutions. Magneti Marelli. AC Delco. Automotive
Lighting. Eagle Eyes. Original Equipment. Pro Parts. Professional Parts Sweden. VNE
Automotive. Fog Light. Parking Light. Tail Light. Third Brake Light. Turn Signal. Turn Signal
Switch. Washer Reservoir. Wiper Blade. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Value Line - High quality
automotive part with the highest cost savings. TYC Headlight Assembly. Dorman Headlight
Assembly. Bulb Technology Halogen. Features: Specifically designed to look and function like
the original headlight Original manufacturer quality Rigid plastic protects against weather and
road conditions Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit. Anzo Headlight
Assembly. Magneti Marelli W Headlight Lens. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Genuine W Headlight Lens. Features: Head Light Assembly. Product SKU:
Anzo Headlight Set. Compliant To S. Your Bosch Headlight Assembly provides more safety as
you're traveling in the dark. Headlight Headlights perform many functions in your daily driving
besides just lighting your way. What is a headlight? How much are headlights? How often do
headlights need to be replaced? Read more reviews. Will buy from again! Very quick shipping
and nice item! Great online experience. Thank you. Makes the front of my truck look new again.
Easy order and shipped to my front door. Catalog: E. Vehicle Subaru Legacy. Shipping Options:
Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Dodge Ram Catalog: Q. Vehicle Bed Info
Chevrolet Silverado Catalog: B. Vehicle Hino Catalog: F. Vehicle Jeep Wrangler. Vehicle
Mercedes CLS Catalog: A. Vehicle BMW i. Vehicle Jaguar XK8. Catalog: G. Vehicle Porsche
Cayenne. Catalog: H. Vehicle Body Lexus ES Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Vehicle Ford F Super Duty.
Catalog: K. Catalog: N. Vehicle Volvo XC Subaru's popular Forester continues to put function in
front of form. It stands out from the crowd, resisting the contemporary trend toward making
SUVs look like sports coupes with descending rooflines and curvaceous bodies. Instead, the
Forester aces the fundamentals with a space-efficient design, large windows, and big square
doors. That recipe has resulted in the easiest access and the best view out of almost any
vehicle, and one of the roomiest rear seats in the class, with copious head and leg room. By
adapting various fuel-efficient technologies, including using a continuously variable automatic
transmission CVT , the Forester delivers a class-leading 26 mpg overall and 35 mpg on the
highway. Performance is decent from that standard 2. Unlike most modern small SUVs, a
manual transmission can be had, but only with the base engine and basic trim levels. In most
cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the
warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much
warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Subaru
Forester owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. System recharged, but stopped working again in March Dealer fixed, no charge even
though it was out of warrantee". The service rep attempted to convince me that the issue was
contamination of the freon. I told him that Freon was not a serviceable item. He said it was and
would charge me if there was a loss of coolant. I told him the car was still under warranty. He
said it did not matter. Since the compressor was replaced the Freon or refrigerant was replaced

free of charge. Took it in for service. They found nothing wrong. Charged it and put a dye in to
be able to find leaks later on. It is scheduled for service next week. On taking it in, the service
dept. It's covered under warranty and the Subaru folks are handling it well. I'm so happy with
the car otherwise that this has not really bothered me. Dealer said the compressor has an
impact crack, possibly caused by rock in normal driving conditions I use the car for commuting
in the city, not off-roading. No other damage to car. Dealer said this isn't covered by
bumper-to-bumper warranty, but has said they will repair it free as a courtesy gesture since the
car is under 18 months old. Still waiting to get repair done -- waited 4 days for initial
appointment, another week for the part to arrive, now another 6 days until earliest available
appointment. It was replaced under warranty in July I had the refrigerant replaced but it leaked
out within a week, so I called Subaru. It was still on warranty, so I didn't have to pay for the
second repair. Dealer said there was a hole in the unit so it wasn't covered under warranty".
Replaced o-ring on compressor. Replaced motor for fan blower. Had to recharge freon two
different visits in Aug. Dealer fixed". Replaced Compressor and problem was resolved". Took it
to dealer for repair. Upon purchase bought extensive warranty coverage. After covid concerns,
took it to the dealership where it was repaired without cost, I believe, as my husband took care
of it. Replacing compressor". Subaru service rep said it was a common issue for the make of
my car. Found to be a compressor leak. Working fine after this. In the summer of I finally
decided to bring it in and both the compressor and the condenser were completely broken. This
happened a few days ago and I have not yet had it looked at. Compressor need to be replaced
because we were miles over the 60, mi warranty. Annoying and expensive. It will cycle. Subaru
can not find the problem other than refrigerant leaks. Ruptured compressor replaced under
warranty at no cost within a few days. I drive in the city only, but Subaru refused to cover this
under warranty. I am very dissatisfied with Subaru for doing this and will never buy another
Subaru. They arranged service at my local dealer and AC was repaired. They provided a loaner
car. Subaru from Cherry Hill called to see if I was satisfied. They were great best service I ever
had. The vehicle is 30 months old with 28k miles on it and stored in a garage. The Subaru dealer
technician said it is a common issue due to a bad design. All I know is the dealer had the ax
repaired before he sold it to me. Had to be replaced. Subaru did agree to pay for it. Only blows
hot hair and slightly cool air. This is not acceptable when the temperature outside is in the 90s. I
have not taken this to the dealership for diagnosis. It was fixed within hour. Dealership fixed the
problem for free under warranty. When we took it in for service at a new dealership they found
this problem". Blower, condenser,leak of the refrigerant. Basically the ac stinks compared to
any other car I have ever owned. Still does not cool well and my wife states she would not buy
another Subaru because of this issue. The dealership is friendly, but expensive. Fixed it.
Replaced condenser. After that worked fine. No further issues. No charge, under waranty.
Replaced under extended warranty purchased at time of sale. Condenser was replaced by
dealer not same one I bought car from via extended warranty I bought at time I purchased
vehicle. The compressor and condenser should not be a problem. I bought the car for reliability.
I have never had this problem with any other car I've owned. Was initially told it was a
refrigerant leak which could not be found, but subsequently had to replace the compressor".
Fully covered by warranty. The car has never been in an accident". Subaru replaced it under
warranty but it took 4 weeks to get the part. This was not covered by warranty or a maintenance
agreement I had purchased. I feel they should have better shielding of the compressor.
Dealership had to order a compressor which took over a week to arrive". Compressor O ring
was not working - with condensate leak. Covered by extended warranty". Web research
indicates there was a batch of faulty Subaru AC compressors but no recall was made. There is
mention of a repair notice, but that notice did not list my model 2. The failure and repair was
handled professionally and we are still happy with Subaru and our Forester 2. Friend at dealer
told me that they were replacing many compressors. Problem was determined to be a leaking
compressor. The AC was repaired under warranty. Dealership rechages system which work for
3 weeks. By that time A TSB was sent out describing the same issue with the resolution ti
replace condenser. Due to parts unavailablity the car was out of service 5 days. Compressor
was replaced under warranty. The part and replacement cost was covered under recall but it
was a very uncomfortable couple of weeks until I could get it replaced. Turned on the AC a week
ago and found it not working. Taking it to the dealer tomorrow. Also having them look at the
jerking transmission and vehicle is slow to start, maybe a under sized battery. I had to have the
compressor recharged with coolant. Dealer tested the system and then replaced it under the
warranty. At first, the dealer stated it was out of warranty, but the dealer covered the cost of the
entire repair nevertheless. Subaru service did not restore the system to functionality. Now, there
are electronic issues wherein the engine surges in one second bursts when automatic
temperature setting is activated, with no actual climate being controlled. Not sure what to do,

just heard talk about they do not cool that well". Eventually I realized it was blowing hot air out
of the passenger side vents. Only on that side. The driver side wasn't blowing much of
anything. The problem got worse into the fall and eventually I took it in in the late Fall and they
repaired it under warranty. The handbook is too thick and too complicated. Very difficult to
change time and date. Subaru mechanic tells me that when standard time begins they are
swamped with people unable to make the change. Never had this trouble before. The Subaru
handbook assumes everyone is a techy. It all boils down to incompetent technical writing. Their
handbook would never pass the U. Military guides because they are too complicated for an
enlisted man to understand. That is my overall reason I will not buy another Subaru". Takes a
long time to warm up. Has been repaired twice but did not fix the problem". There are many
reports of this on the internet, of which the motors have been replaced under warranty.
Unfortunately, I'm out of warranty, but will definately have fixed at the next service. Ie ezpass
and no out of state driving. The dealer diagnosed this as caused by internal failure in the
condenser which allowed all of the refrigerant to escape. It was replaced under warranty at 30,
km 1 year 7 months after vehicle delivery ". It was under warranty, and the dealer replaced the
condenser and recharged the coolant. Condenser had to be ordered- took about a month.
Condenser was replaced. Repair took 2 days. Was given loaner car during this time. Fixed as
part of warranty". Issued identified as leak in condenser. Covered under warranty". I am not
happy". The condenser was replaced under warranty, but it took a while. The AC had stopped
working. Dealer repaired under extended warranty. No problems since. Diagnosed as condenser
which dealer had Subaru cover under warranty. Although it was out of warranty for a few
months, the condenser was replaced without cost to me. Possible road hazard. Found leak after
2nd loss. Regardless, the fix was covered under warranty. By this spring, it didn't work at all. A
new condenser seems to have solved the issue. The AC stopped. It was replaced. Mine needed
the condenser replaced at my cost. Replaced by dealer under warranty". Condenser had a break
in it and all refrigerant leaked out. Condenser and refrigetant were replaced and problem was
resolved". Dealer replaced refrigerant but could not find leakage source. This occurred 3 times.
I looked up and Forester owner forums and found multiple citations by other owners who fixed
similar problems by demanding condensers replacement even though they like me never
experienced a positive leakage test. No recall issued but there was an obscure technical service
bulletin recommending parts replacement, including the condenser, if repeated episodes of low
refrigerant and air conditioner failure occurred. After the last visit for yet another low refrigerant
episode, I suggested that service look for the relevant TSB. Dealer replaced the condenser and
since then have not encountered the same problem. All visits and diagnostics and repairs were
done under the vehicle warranty. Just a few months after car warrenty ran out. It's a
manufacturer's defect but no recall issued. Dealer fixed free even though vehicle was just out of
warranty. Under warranty. Service Mgr said it was a problem in Forester. Replaced the same day
under warranty. So far working good. Dealer had part in stock and replaced condenser. Only 2.
Never had to replace this in another car I've owned. I live in Florida so AC is essential all year.
Brought car to Subaru dealership and condenser was replaced under warranty-no charge. Took
vehicle to local dealer who said couldn't get at it for 5 weeks. Phoned 2 other dealers. One said
3 weeks waiting time the other said 4 weeks waiting time. Took vehicle to 3 week wait where
they discovered the faulty condenser and would order a replacement. Had to wait one more
week before the replacement arrived. Work performed under warranty". The dealership said that
they were experiencing a significant number of deteriorated condensers that needed replacing.
Otherwise the car has been flawless. I'm wondering why a recall hasn't been initiated for the
condenser problem. Covered under warranty. Dealer had one in stock, manufacturer defect in
early batch. Local shop replaced the condenser in one day. Not happy with dealer. Condenser
was replaced under warranty". Replacement condenser failed and was replaced in Now on my
third condenser in 35 months; 41, miles. A design flaw in the grill? Subaru HELP ar". No charge
to us since we have a full service lease. Dealer told me that this is a common problem on late
model Foresters. This was covered under warenty. Apparently, this is a common problem in
Foresters. They replaced it without issue. Multiple tests to determine source of leak. Ultimately
thought to be poor drainage from AC system and was corrected to our satisfaction. A very
vexing problem which required overall 5 days without our car. Both repairs covered under
warranty. When I got it back, everything was checked tested and OK.. I said that it was just
checked and rated OK. It took an afternoon to do it. The Service manager pointed out a pile of
cardboard boxes in the parking lot he said that the were full of bad condensers. You cAn add
my name to the list of Subaru evaporator victims. The service required several days to
complete. A loaner vehicle was provided. No charge. We have not repaired those problems yet.
We will shortly. I was told this was a problem with my not turning off the AC button when I put
on the auto heat". Dealer repaired at no cost to me and also provided free loaner vehicle while

repairs were made. Repair was done under warranty, and Subaru gave us the use of a loaner car
while ours was in the shop. Dealership is in process of determing where the leak is so that they
can fix it". Fortunately, it was repaired by the dealer shortly before the warranty expired! I have
no further info. Leak area tightened without replacing any parts and refrigerant added. Issue
resolved and covered under warranty. Cooling system has worked properly since it was fixed
four months ago. Dealer said condenser had a hole in it, causing a refrigerant leak. Condenser
had to be replaced". Both were replaced under warrantee. The refrigerant was low but replacing
it didn't solve the issue. They couldn't find a leak. The AC will be cold, I accelerate and it starts
blowing warm air. My husband has a ten year old car and my daughter drives a much larger car,
both have ice cold ac. It's ridiculous and would prevent me from ever buying a subaru".
Covered under extended warranty. This problem hasn't been fixed yet. The problem was fixed at
no charge. Probably manufacturers defect. Independant shop replaced condenser and
recharged system. Made it through winter but when needed on a trip to Florida it failed again.
Returned it to local dealer in Ohio. Found hole in condenser which was then replaced and has
worked since. Fixed at no charge under warranty. Took it in to be checked and they told me they
found a crack which was common on this model. Repair shop diagnosed loss of refrigerant.
Unable to find source of leak. System recharged and now working. The problem was fixed on
warranty. According to the garage coolant had leaked. It was fixed under warranty by the dealer.
They also replaced the compressor while they were at it. Issue was a known problem to
Subaruand covered under the warranty. Dealer fixed the leak. Common problem. Dealership was
great, fast fix under warranty. It was repaired under warranty. Appointment 10 AM while I wait.
Did not get to mechanic until Then lunch break, out Initial inspection showed possible problems
w tires. Not addressed by mechanic. They wanted to get me out ASAP. Condenser leaked
refrigerants - under 3 yr warranty. I had to have the compressor recharged as it did not have
enough coolant. So there seemed to have been a leak. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. The dealing refused to answer any of
my questions regarding this device where is is located, how can it be removed or
disconnected? The entire screen was black. Dealer could not duplicate issue. Also another
frequent complaint on Subaru Forums". When I picked it up, image from rear view camera was
shown in display whenever engine was on, not just when in reverse, and back-up lights were on
too. Had to return to dealer which took 3 days to diagnose problem. Wires had been pinched
when new mirror was installed. Had to replace mirror wiring harness. Solved problem". They did
provide a loaner no charge. It was taken care of when the screen was repaired. It will clear itself
as you drive. Subaru says cannot fix CD player. Too complicated. Changing clock time overly
complicated. Radio station selection overly complicated. Manual is incorrect or badly written.
Horrible technical writing". At those times I am unable to control or change the audio settings or
access my blue-tooth phone connection or use the navigation system. The problem goes away
when I restart the car. Not sure if it is updating or it just locks up. It seemed to be possessed.
The dealer took it in for a warranty fix and replaced the system. Since then the new system
sometimes loses my phone pairing, which never used to happen before. They blame it on the
fact that I have a Moto G5 phone with service from Mint Mobile which they say is unsupported;
however, it worked perfectly most of the time, and sometimes out of the blue it will lose my
phone. Has also turned itself off with same results. Every once in a while,when in XM mode,the
system does not allow me to switch to FM. And Vice versa. When listening to FM, can't switch to
satellite. I have to turn the car off and restart to fix the issue". Maps are inferior to Garmin or
Tom Tom could be better". This includes the controls on the dash and on the steering wheel.
The only way to fix it was to restart the car. I took the car into the dealership several times for
this problem but they were unable to fix it. Eventually Subaru issued a software update that
fixed the problem. Took to dealer and he repaired it with some kind of software issue. I was told
with the other Subaru that it was a fuse; if it was, the fuse kept blowing. The Forester has the
same problem. I now just use the aux cable. Not the phone, radio, pandora. My iPod works fine
with my other Bluetooth systems in my home. So the problem appears to be with the vehicle's
music system. It worked at one time, but no longer. Have not yet had it serviced. Using the wire
connection works. Finally, a salesman was able to help with with one app, WAZE. The other
navigation apps still don't work. It took about 6 months for a fix to go through. The fix took 2
hours and deleted my phone information. Took a while to figure out how to get my phone to
work through the car's audio system. This is very distracting and potentially dangerous
because it means that while backing out of the driveway my stereo will automatically turn on
without prompting at a loud volume and make me jump. Now there are two different screens
that each need their own instruction manual. I don't know if they can be synced Due to the
pandemic I have not gone to the dealership to sort this out. Can't search for locations by name,
and must cumbersomely type addresses, cities, and street names. I have to use Google Maps to

find that information, and at that point, why bother using the built in nav in the first place?
Pathing algorithm sent me inexplicably off the highway then on again or so yards later. There
was no blockage, or accident, or any other reason. I know now not to trust it, which is the o". It
was a model with software. Small turn arrow on GPS screen is hard to see and not always
correct. System continues to announce traffic jam ahead Frequently only two cars are ahead.
For some reason doesn't know where the car is. Let's me know to turn almost after the turn. I
have to have my phone on to Googlemaps to obtain proper notification". A replacement unit
was put into our car and same problems still exist. Our local area driving has shown more
problems. The GPS was supposed to learn your preferred route, it does not. Voice command for
directions is cumbersome at best; most times does not work. When typing in find around here
Costco it listed the same location 3 times etc. The GPS is tied into the voice command system
which needs improvements. When asking it to go to phone feature it sometimes just dials a
number even though it was not told which number to dial or changes radio station. The GPS did
not follow route it showed it would and changed as we were traveling on a trip. Local driving - it
instructs to go incorrect direction to get to destination. Because of these kind of things we
cannot rely it GPS in this car to get us safely to locations we are not familiar with. They had to
replace a main component in the dash. I now use the navigation on my smart phone, instead of
the built-in Subaru navigation. This is so frustrating". Same problem, but the car is in a different
state we're snowbirds so when we get back to Florida, we will have to go through this again.
Update did nothing to help. Dealer could only "restore to factory settings". Routes are poor at
times. Ir never redirects due to traffic conditions,. Update in road construction not noticed by
gps. There was no way to turn this off. The head unit was even replaced to no avail. Subaru of
America stepped in and will be crediting me for the problem with the head unit. The command
response is VERY slow, and doesn't always interpret the command correctly. When giving a
command to find an address and directions, it takes several attempts before the command is
understood and executed - if it is ever understood at all. Phone will not stay paired". The
manual is useless". I had the dealer call me from multiple of their new subarus. The forester
with eyesight is awful. Their other cars sound crystal clear. They eventually told me there isn't
anything they can do. They said to wait for a software update". The phone would not pair up
with the Bluetooth, making it impossible to make or receive phone calls. Several trips to the
dealer, bought a new cell phone after being told that was the problem. It wasn't. Finally, the
dealer installed a new unit. Still did not work. Turned out the wire connection was placed into
the incorrect fuse box. Very frustrating". I don't know if it is a phone issue or a car issue.
However, if it has been more than a week or so since the last time a given device was paired, the
Forester says it's connecting, but doesn't, and the other device can't even detect it when
scanning. It is necessary to remove and re-add the device from the Forester's list, which is
complicated by the fact that the Bluetooth settings don't always offer the remove option in the
menu. It seems like that only works if you use the steering-wheel buttons to get to that screen,
rather than the central controls. This has happened repeatedly with five different smartphones,
none of which have had problems pairing with anything else after long periods not connected to
each other. Also, once the Forester has paired and is playing, the screen continues to display
the music information that it got to start with, rather than updating it as new tracks are played.
Callee cannot understand caller from Forrester. This is a known problem with Harmon-Kardon
Bluetooth system. The problem was the car remembering the pairing. Intermittently the system
would forget that a bluetooth cell phone had previously been paired. Subaru can't fix it".
Microphone in the car is poor quality and often the audio quality is so poor others can't hear me
and I have to switch to a wired headset". Dealer reinstalled software, resolved problem. Subaru
replaced the radio, guaranteed, and is up and running. Seems to be a fairly common problem in
this model and numerous software updates at the dealer have been futile. And when I enter the
numbers manually into the speed dail function, the next time I start the car and the phone gets
paired, the speed dail numbers have been erased. Problem reported on Subaru forums since
Had dealer look at it twice before we duplicated the trouble. Subaru replaced entire unit". Dealer
has been exceptional in trying to correct problem and is still working with us. I had to call the
company and have them send a signal. The techs at both Subaru and Sirius determined that my
factory installed radio developed Radio Amnesia. Subaru sent my dealer a new radio and it was
installed and the problem was resolved. There was no charge for this repair by Subaru. I am
completely satisfied with this issue. The dealer is Bryan Subaru of Kenner, Louisiana. I called
Sirius and went through a re-booting of the radio, and it fixed nothing. I will likely get it fixed
next week. This results in the operator constantly adjusting the volume. It would reset my
present channels without my touching them, sometimes while I was watching. Beep change
Beep change. Sometimes I couldn't turn it off. Other times it came on without my touching it.
They replaced the entire system after several visits. Virtually none of those stations come in and

those that do fade in and out. The worst GPS radio combo I have ever owned. My Subaru dealer
updated my radio software, to no avail. It will not display the channels. I have to click through
them one by one by hand.. Once while driving it started beeping and all preset stations tharted
scrolling and then all were replaced with the station I was listening to. Sometimes radio would
repeat 3 or 4 words or a musical phrase. Unit was replaced by dealer with a rebuilt unit.
Replacement unit still acts funny sometimes and dealer did a software update. It still does a rare
unusual beep or screen change. Only able to turn-off. You have to scroll through the channels
and have a channel guide to know what you are listening to. The car clock doesn't always stay
on the correct time and when daylight savings time changes it is a major thing to change time.
My other vehicle changes automatically. You would think a vehicle with GPS would be able to
keep time automatically. Software update solved this. Had to get battery jumped. Subaru did
software update and installed a more powerful battery at no charge. It took a lot of online
research and discovered service bulletin R. Essentially, the consoles Subaru made or had made
did not take into account sufficient memory for an increase of Sirius stations that came over
time. Subaru has come up with a software work-around for this, but dealers differ in whether
they will install it for free or varying prices. Supposedly, Subaru of America will refund you the
cost if you provide them with the dealer's service receipt, but it only comes as a credit for
service at an authorized dealer, at least this is what I understand from the forums. I haven't
contacted SOA yet to confirm as I'm not yet ready to go through the hassle. They had a software
update to fix this, but it couldn't update automatically by satellite, and the dealership had to do
it twice, which took a few hours of waiting. Replacement was covered by warranty. Repaired
under warranty. They replaced some type of pump? Works OK since. Car had to be transported
to dealer to repair. This issue is addressed in the Subaru, but apparently Subaru hasn't been
able to fix it so it doesn't happen. Sometimes doesn't understand what I am saying and I have to
repeat the command, cancel and start over. Sometimes after several tries I give up or pull over
to do manually. It can never successfully provide navigation in response to voice commands,
and has problems with accessing my phone's address book. Siri, though imperfect, provides a
reasonable back-up option. The commands we give do not produce desired results. For
example, to find Ross Dress for Less or J C Pennies, gives stores nowhere close to this name,
and the results it finds can be hundreds or thousand plus miles away. Yet, when you type this in
it finds it. Also, when trying to dial someone from my contacts list, it only finds my contact
about half of the time. One frustrating lockout, is when the car is in motion, a passenger i. I
understand the safety feature, but think there should be an option for a passenger to be allowed
to do this. Currently, I either have to stop, or as with the phone, I can pull it out of my pocket
and have my wife find the contact manually. I wonder how many people will keep their phones
out to do locate their contacts manually when driving. The sales tech cannot make it work. The
lack of voice recognition is also making it impossible to make a hands free call. I have had three
appointments at my Subaru dealership to try and get this issue resolved. Nobody knows how to
fix this. Volume, for podcasts, for example, goes louder and quieter, from barely audible to very
loud. Phone will reconnect sporadically. For example, if I stop to refuel and return to the car, the
phone may reconnect and continue where it left off, OR it may reconnect but not continue
playback OR it will not connect without my starting the reconnection. Most verbal instructions I
make are about 3 to 5 seconds. The system continues to wait for about 18 seconds. This
process takes about a minute to change from an AM station to an FM station. I am often forced
to pick up my phone to take a call. SO I have no voice input at all because I don't own an
iphone. And they said there is no software fix or upgrade for it, meaning they don't want to do it.
Often fails to understand commands, is essentially useless. The system rarely understands
what I am asking. And The sirius radio does not display all the channels. I have to click through
them one by one. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. This causes the
dash warning light to come on and I am told that this means the air bags will not function on
impact. It took 2 weeks to get the sensors below the front passenger seat replaced. Took 3 trips
to the dealership to get it fixed". The cushion prevents the operation of the passenger air bags.
Why have a shut off system at all on the passenger seat? Why not always ON. A bit frustrating
having to go to the dealer for the fix no charge of course. I guess it's either a sensor or software
problem or perhaps both. I have purchased this car new and have experienced no leaks, open
windows during rain, or spills. This problem has caused 3 service calls with no resolution.
Brought to dealership, and found out the car was not driveable--the airbags had malfunctioned.
Subaru had our car for over a month while they waited for new airbags to come in. They did give
us a free loaner. If a car is going slow in my lane I will eventually slow to that speed. It is
annoying and dangerous. I would like the old speed control better. If this was in snow or ice I
may have lost control. This has happened several times all when another vehicle is exiting on
the right. Passenger side seat needed to be replaced to see if it was the source of the problem,

which it was. It took six months for them to get the fix for this problem to the dealer. Since it just
occurred, I still have to get it fixed and as I am high risk I have to find out if they will come get
my car to fix it. They advised me to not have anyone riding in the passenger seat and did not
offer me any compensation, but I intend to ask them for it. Seat pad with sensor replaced under
warranty. Was replaced under warranty prior to a recall being issued. Incorrectly turns off
airbag when passenger is in seat. There was a recall and it was fixed promptly. Car seat and
sensor were replaced in a recall". However, the parts were not available for well over a year.
Corrected by Subaru at no cost to me. I took it to the Subaru dealer they replaced a sensor
under the front passenger seat free of charge. A few months later Subaru had a recall for this
issue. It took a couple of months for Subaru to achieve a solution from the initial notification.
Now there is a recall on it so we have to have it inspected. Airbag light indicated that it was not
engaged. Dealer found issue and Subaru provided a loaner car until new seat could be delivered
with a proper sensor". Dealer repaired under warranty. It could have been caused by the
passenger seat getting wet. Usually not illuminated. It took them 5 weeks to just get the part.
Not a happy camper The dealership told me they would replace the seat that was causing the
problem. Every time I called or brought the car for service they told me it was on backorder.
Replaced under warranty. Subaru gave me a new Outback loaner for 3 weeks while waiting for
the part from Japan. However, within a month we noticed the airbag warning light coming on
with what seemed to be no reason. I was not happy to be told this as there was nothing in the
car that got wet and told them so. They said they tightened the connection. But it happened
again and then went away, and then happened again. Waited a few months and then found that
there was a recall on the for this. So I called the Subaru customer service and made a complaint
and they expedited the part delivery and the service. Alls well that ends well i suppose. Subaru
also sent some gifts. The fault was with the sensor that detects if someone is sitting in the seat.
When we took it in, Subaru suggested that maybe we had left the windows open and the seat
got rained on or that, perhaps, we had a wet dog sitting in the seat. Neither were true. They fixed
it at no cost. We have had no issues since. Was covered under warranty". Took over two
months to get parts from dealer. The engine must be shut off and restarted to reset the airbag.
Passenger seat cushion replaced. To reset the switch, the car ignition switch has to be turned
to off. System is very flimsy. My sense is that it is a very flimsy setup. Passenger side seat
needed to be replaced. Dealer fixed it. It is worse in high wind situations. An annoyance that
seems to be getting worse. Could it be the airbag?? I will have the dealer take a look next time I
take it for service. The dealer offered to rip the whole dashboard off and search, but that seems
too severe and may create more problems. Took three times to get it finally fixed right. However,
a minor problem as overall we really are satisfied with the car. Afterwords there were rattles and
vibration in the dash. I have decided to live with it because it really is minor and would be
difficult to access its origin unless i left the car overnight outside at the dealership and would
require disassembly of the dash! It doesn't last too long really about 5 minutes. The last service
call made it intermittent. Not enough of problem to send the car back. They took the car apart
and added soundproofing. The rattling happens only in the warm weather. I think it is the
automatic control lift arm for the rear gate. Never repaired. It took the shop 2 days to figure out
that there was a problem with the way the driver's seatbelt had been installed. They fixed it.
They were great". It occurs when the engine is powering up a hil or accelerating and at an rpm
of about to rpm. I checked the usual places like heat shrouds and still cannot determine the
source. No fix offered. Except for that, this is a fantastic car with no other problems. It took five
trips to dealer to get problem resolved". Refrigerant leaks every summer I have to recharge.
Transmission is making noises at high speeds mph or higher ". Loose heat shield. Subaru not
successful in repairing. Dealer said to play music to cover up Dealer was unable to locate the
problem and fix it,". It was replaced under warranty. Replacement would involve removing
sensor unit at the top of the windshield and I am afraid it would be difficult to install a new unit
accurately. Intermittent; worse when driving over rough roads. Took 8 times but the dealer
finally got it fixed. Other than that a great auto. I am on the road about miles a month. This is a
real disappointment. Little noisy. The radio has to turn louder to compensate. Not a big problem
but it could be quieter. I've complained about it several times to no avail. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The car
would not start due to dead battery when items were charged in car, If the headlights were left
on they would automatically go off, but the switch would draw current as with all electrical
interfaces. Within the first year of ownership, the electrical glitches became much more than a
nuisance, with the car's battery not having enough cranking power to start the car. Minor issues
that I would expect not to cause this battery drain such as the USB port having a cell phone
plugged in with negligible electrical drain. This problem existed during scheduled checks and

oil changes done at the dealer we bought the vehicle from. It got to where I didn't want my wife
driving the vehicle due to this significant reliability issue. Another trip to the dealer with specific
information given to them about what they previously said that there was no problem, just make
sure to remove key and any interior lights, etc. I call it the ignorant customer until proven
otherwise treatment syndrome. I do not remember any electrical or other warning lights
showing up. So it took my strong urging for them to do any troubleshooting. They found that
this Subaru Forester had the most basic of problems with the electrical system, not the sensors
or hidden system drain, but a bad battery. The problems we experienced began soon after
purchase of the new car and got worse, as would be the case with the battery going or being
bad from the first. New battery and the vehicle now starts when it should which is anytime we
turn the key to start it for the normal life of the battery years. Very frustrated with dealer and a
car brand with a supposedly very good rating. That is why my choice for vehicles is firmly with
Honda and the dealers around central Arkansas. Unable to drive due to electrical failure to
computer module. Car was towed to dealer and wiring replaced. Honda is using insulating tape
for wiring impregnated with capsaicin. Problem solved for Honda. I have placed mint odor
repellent in engine and cabin areas. Even that was difficult to see because of the too-bright
central display inside the car. It would have been better to have real backup lights, rather than
the dim laser 'safety' lights. Was replaced and checked by Subaru dealer. They do not work at
all at this time. The dealership had to reset the system to get them working". Could have had it
fixed under warranty if I would have remembered to bring it to Subaru's attention. So far it has
happened twice since owning the vehicle". I went into the dealership and they adjusted them
while I waited. If I do not use the car for several days or only drive it short distances, the battery
dies. The dealership recommended I replace the battery with a Subaru branded one. That
worked fine for about 6 months, but the problem is starting again. To avoid issues, I trickle
charge the battery on the weekends to make sure it is topped off. The last time purchased a new
battery. When taken to closest dealer, the problems were assessed, and finally repaired, but the
process took more than a month from dealers assessment of problem to repair of same.
Repaired by dealer". This leads to locking the car and then waiting until visual verification that
all lights have gone off. The car manual no doubt describes all the variations within each model,
but each model was different and mainly a bother to make sure all systems were off, especially
in light of the previously described major problem of a new car leaving the dealership after
purchase and the battery being bad within a few months. Dealer replaced under warranty. I don't
even bother using it anymore. Also back door does not always work with the remote control". It
was fairly expensive due to labor costs. It was reading low tire pressure when the tire pressure
was where it should have been. Occasionally won't charge phone. That screen came up in
reverse gear, so I could not avoid it. I nearly drove into the creek that was the cause of the flood
because I could not see what I was backing into. I covered the bright screen ineffectively with a
jacket, then opened the drivers side door and used a flashlight to see a little behind the car. It
took 45 min to drive about yd backward along the twisting road. But it was just a light
malfunction. Had to take it in a few times to diagnose the problem. I figured it out by
researching online and told the dealer. Once that happened, it went away no problem. It was a
faulty wire or switch or something. Dealer reset it once but second time they had to replace a
small part which fixed it. The fix entailed replacing some components of driver seat. Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. They did it the next day. While having the car services the service agent at
Subaru suggested I replace the rear brakes because the were worn to an unsafe level and
suggested I replace them. This was expensive and I never had this problem with my prior
Outback or Forrester. My mechanic says they see a lot of the newer Subarus having early brake
problems as well as having to replace the battery in 3 years unheard of for any car was pretty
common. They discovered the front and rear pads needed to be replaced and the front and rear
rotors needed to be resurfaced. I have my doubts that they do all the visual inspections that
they say they do. I understand the brake pads needing to be replaced after 60k miles but not the
rotors needing to be resurfaced. If they had been inspecting them regularly as they said, then
they should have caught the thin pads earlier. However, I'm not a mechanic so maybe this is to
be expected but I have some doubts. If left for a while they would make a rubbing, grinding,
metallic sound. Then they started making the sound at random times. I brought it in in the fall of
Three of the four brakes were in such bad shape they needed to be replaced. The repair person
said it was a problem with Subaru. I had also needed a new rear wheel bearing somewhat
earlier, which was covered under warranty. They were not covered by the warranty and I had to
pay for the entire replacement. Problem with the year Not the only problem, but one of them.
Replaced Sept and again May Took car back 3X with burning rubber smell but dealership had a
different reason and solution each time but the problem never resolved. Took to a different shop

in May for a second rear brake job. Hoping this fixes it. Will need to be replaced at 12,". Suspect
air in line or caliper jammed. Rear brakes and rotors replaced under warranty. Brought the
vehicle in again before the warranty expired to verify that the brakes were still wearing evenly
and they were ok. Dealer re-surfaced the front brake discs under warranty and solved the
problem. I drive in heavy traffic, so it was not unexpected. Can cause your rotors to wear down.
It was under warranty". May have been scammed by repair shop. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. When shifting from Reverse to Drive, the transmission is noticeably slow
to engage. There is a lag of about 1. If your foot is on the accelerator at this stage and you're
facing uphill - even a moderate slope - it will actually roll backwards during this lag. Found
numerous similar reports online for several model years, on Imprezas as well as Foresters.
Subaru has tried to claim this is normal for CVT, but it isn't, and it can be dangerous because
you cannot do anything if another driver's actions call for getting out of the way suddenly. They
also claim that the transmission will learn your driving habits, but after a few months of
consistently pressing the gas pedal immediately after shifting into Drive, I've seen no significant
change. There is a transmission re-learning procedure they can perform, and at my request the
dealer did this a couple of months after purchase. It helped slightly, but the improvement was
not complete and it gradually got worse again. This is really my only complaint about the
vehicle, and with the dealer's denial that there is a problem. The engine could be shut off but the
key could not be removed. Once it started happening, I took the car in for service. They were
familiar with the problem and did not seem surprised. Dealer replaced the guide plate. I think the
tranny had too much fluid. First 4 min was smooth, then been bumppy. Since miles ago, it
smooth out. Now is fine". I brought it in and they said it was fine. Then I received a recall
because the cvt didn't have enough fluid. They said to bring it in, but also not to drive it. After
the filled it up properly it shifted better, but now I don't know how long it's going to last. They
assured me there was no damage, but they have no idea". Often times very light pedal
application on the accelerator will cause the transmission to shudder and jolt, both when slowly
accelerating from a standstill, and even when cruising at 35mph. The transmission also
sometimes takes up to 3 seconds to engage - be too quick on the accelerator after shifting and
you will feel a huge jolt when accelerating or even reversing. It is the worst automatic
transmission I have ever experienced,". The transmission computer was rebooted and reduced
the problem considerably, but not completely". It shifts into forward gear very slowly from
neutral or reverse, which is a little scary. And after deceleration, it resumes forward acceleration
with a delay followed by a lurch, also scary and annoying. Spouse doesn't mind, but I do.
Otherwise, car is quite good. Apply the foot feed faster this problem goes away. I am told this is
normal, if so it is an annoying normal. Backing up in reverse, not just rolling backward, then
going into drive requires an application of the foot feed to engage the transmission. Once again
this is supposed to be normal. Again this is a bad normal. At this speed, there's a very
noticeable jolt. My car was also affected by the recall over underfilled CVT fluid from the factory.
Cannot seem to find the right gear when accelerating, and often lugs the engine because it
shifted too low. Subaru could have done better. Going in the shop tomorrow. Subaru has
lengthen the transmission warranty to , miles or 10 years". When starting from a dead stop it
takes seconds to engage". For some reason they do NOT gently inch forward, but suddenly the
transmission kicks in and the car lurches forward. This has been written about repeatedly on
line. We did take it back to the dealership when it had only miles and they said it was "normal"
for the car to do this, but it never got better. Unfortunately, my wife had an accident not related
to this problem and slammed the right side of the car into a guard rail after falling asleep at the
wheel. The insurance did not declare it "totaled" and it was repaired. Well guess what, the right
front axle was jammed into the transmission and the entire transmission had to be replaced
with a reconditioned transmission from a car with similar mileage of about 25, miles. Since we
have had the "new" transmission, the surging problem is almost completely gone!! So there is
definitely a design error here, and it may have to do with the computer linkage from the
accelerator pedal electronic to the CVT transmission. The car has run perfectly since the
accident and there has been no drifting of the front end and the car tracks straight. Now when I
stop in my driveway and open the garage and start to move into the garage slowly there is NO
surge. Tough way to fix this type of problem. The dealership refuses to acknowledge the issue.
Secondly, it takes the car about 3 seconds to move into gear from park to drive or from park to
reverse. The module was replaced under warranty". It was helpful, but did not completely
eliminate it". The module was replaced under warranty. It was difficult to diagnose but Subaru
came out with a software update which has seemed to fix the problem". CVT trans was
re-programmed and issue was resolved. Dealer replaced plug and gasket corrected problem.
Technician was unable to diagnose. Subaru Corporate would not provide technical support to

diagnose the problem, which is minor but annoying". Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Door very stiff, difficult to open and close". I had a major problem with
the tires!!! One of them blew up while the car was parked and had only miles! Consumers has
no category for it!!! The spare is smaller in circumference than the other tires making it very
dangerous to drive even for a short distance. Other than that we love the car. I did not purchase
any extra coating for my windshield expecting the windshield to be reasonably sturdy. Since
then I have had to buy two new windshields as the pocks spread before I could get them
repaired - even though there were no severe temperature changes. It is true that I drive a lot
while birding, but I would not expect to have three trips to the auto glass repair shop in one
year. My insurance company had Safelite replace the windshield. When I went to Subaru to have
the cameras re-calibrated, they were unable to do so because it was not OEM Subaru glass. Had
to wait almost 2 months for Satellite to get the correct glass and then back to my dealer to have
the Eyesight cameras re-calibrated. Aftermarket but warned dealer may not work on eyesight
system with aftermarket windshield. Nothing broke. It just came loose and flew off. Seems to
have been a factory quality control problem". Subaru replaced the sunroof glass under
warranty. Took 2 months,3 svc visits, incl. Since it is logical to drive with the doors locked, why
does Subaru secretly require the car doors to be unlocked to operate the dash button? The
book is very specific about being in park, with parking brake on. Then the dash but". It fails to
open sporadically with no discernible reason. Subaru has issued a service -bulletin number
announces a design change to the PRG control module to correct this issue on Foresters.
However, this is a long standing issue with the Forester, just Google "inside tailgate switch
problem". My Forester was out of warranty when I discovered the service bulletin so I haven't
tried to get it fixed. The problem is just an irritant so really no big deal. Haven't had a problem
opening the tailgate with switch on tailgate. The problem is not fixable for the model, but the
model has solved this problem. Some of the wires in the glass ceased to heat. Perhaps they
broke. After several trips to the dealer, it was fixed under warrantee. Windows and other
electronics do not work with the accessory switch on. Only works with engine running". It was
repaired under warranty by the dealer. The actuator arm that raised and lowered it somehow got
bent, which was surprising because that window has only been rolled down about 10 times
since we got the car. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim
or moldings, rust. It does not sit flush enough with the vehicle, so clearing snow effectively
removes the trim with VERY little force This design problem is easily observable, now that I
know about it! It was impossible to melt or break the frozen mud and snow without risking
damage to the tires or car. No other car I ever had had this problem to this degree. It works well
in the Summer months and gets clogged with snow, ice and mud in the Winter and Spring
months. The clogging forced the right rear fender panel out. The dealer pressed it back in but it
still shows. I live in a rural area and it is not possible to get to a car wash with warm water and it
would clog back up before I got home. This situation in a brand and model that pride
themselves in winter and rural driving features is strange. Bigger wheel wells or smaller tires
would solve the problem. I noticed this within a week of buying the car. I took the car back to
the dealer and had them look at it. They said they believed the car had lightly touched
something underneath while I had it and it caused the trim to come loose. I believe the trim
came loose from the dealer's showing the car or by its own. I only parked the car in my
driveway In my opinion, it is just too thin to handle the daily grind - it should be made of a much
thicker material that can handle daily use. Foot rest on driver's side is loose. Rubber cover on
gas pedal pops off. That last part could be dangerous. Metal on body see,s very soft and many
door dings already present for very soft taps". This was repaired with no cost to us. It started as
soon as I bought the car. Even though I purchased the clear coat protection. The front bumper
hood and window show unusual wear and dings. Some rust on paint dings. I have a 10 year old
Ford Escape, that same trim still look new. Dealer said tough luck, you can buy a replacement
piece to put on it I assume it is from debris of parking the vehicle outside. Our son's BMW looks
better than the Subaru. The paint is so easy to come off. It chips, it peels, it cracks, it is
generally a hot mess and this was my thought only 3 months into owning it. Cheap cheap paint
job on this thing. They should be ashamed but I think they are too busy counting their profit.
The slightest little thing leaves a scratch mark. Shame on them. I had a Toyota Forerunner for 20
years and it had very few scratches doing the same activities I do now with the Subaru, but
Subaru is all scratched up. Took it it to the dealer they explained that fine iron particles come off
the snow plowing blades and cause that fine rust spots. It looks fine now. I do not believe a
three-year-old vehicle should have such extensive rest. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air

suspension. A dealer alignment fixed the problem". My car made an awful noise when went over
40 MPH. Turns out the new alignment was wrong and the tires faced inward. They did fix it AND
the alignment is better than when I bought it new. Plus the Forester benefits from different
alignment settings than stock for more predictable highway handling. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Subaru Forester Change Vehicle. There is 1 recall on this vehicle.
Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard from Side air bags available
from , standard from ESC available from , standard from Head protection air bags standard from
Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended
warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. CVT 6-speed Manual. Engines Available.
What Owners Say. Dealer fixed, no charge even though it was out of warrantee" D H. When we
took it in for service at a new dealership they found this problem" Anonymous, Subaru Forester
Limited 2. Was initially told it was a refrigerant leak which could not be found, but subsequently

had to replace the compressor" Anonymous, NY Subaru Forester 2. Not sure what to do, just
heard talk about they do not cool that well" Anonymous, Subaru Forester Premium 2. It was
replaced under warranty at 30, km 1 year 7 months after vehicle delivery " Anonymous, ON
Subaru Forester Touring 2. Covered under warranty" Claude H. I am not happy" Theodore F.
Condenser and refrigetant were replaced and problem was resolved" Anonymous, Subaru
Forester Touring 2. Work performed under warranty" Juliee S. Dealership is in process of
determing where the leak is so that they can fix it" Jerald P. It's ridiculous and would prevent
me from ever buying a subaru" Anonymous, Subaru Forester Unsure 2. Also another frequent
complaint on Subaru Forums" John S. Solved problem" Claire R. The manual is useless" Jane
M. Very frustrating" Joanne D. Microphone in the car is poor quality and often the audio quality
is so poor others can't hear me and I have to switch to a wired headset" Anonymous, MA
Subaru Forester Touring 2. Subaru replaced entire unit" Michael S. Catalytic converter "Found
during inspection for exhaust leak and was replaced at same visit in January " Anonymous, KS
Subaru Forester 2. Took 3 trips to the dealership to get it fixed" John M. Dealer found issue and
Subaru provided a loaner car until new seat could be delivered with a proper sensor" Matthew
N. It took five trips to dealer to get problem resolved" Anonymous, Subaru Forester Premium 2.
It was under warranty" Linda M. Gear selector or linkage "Automatic CVT. It is the worst
automatic transmission I have ever experienced," Adam R. The transmission computer was
rebooted and reduced the problem considerably, but not completely" F L. Subaru has lengthen
the transmission warranty to , miles or 10 years" Wayne M. When starting from a dead stop it
takes seconds to engage" Geoff M. It was helpful, but did not completely eliminate it" F L. It was
difficult to diagnose but Subaru came out with a software update which has seemed to fix the
problem" James P. Subaru Corporate would not provide technical support to diagnose the
problem, which is minor but annoying" Anonymous, OR Subaru Forester Touring 2. Doors or
sliding doors "Rear tailgate door locked and will not open following a prolonged period of non
use ten days at airport parking lot " Anonymous, MI Subaru Forester Touring 2. Seems to have
been a factory quality control problem" Michael D. Then the dash but" E K. Loose exterior trim
or moldings "Window trim is a triangular piece on the rear doors - trim for the rear passenger
windows. Metal on body see,s very soft and many door dings already present for very soft taps"
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